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Connecting the Dots
• What connects two events?
–E.g. 2007 housing bubble burst and Obamacare

• More concretely, given two user-selected news 
articles, find a series of news articles that explain how 
these articles are connected
–Each successive article should reasonably connect to the 

previous one
–Together, the articles should tell a coherent story

• Goals: Formalise “connected” and “coherent” and 
find the good chains
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Example Chain
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Clinton

Microsoft

Market
Palestinians

Vote

Clinton

Lewinsky

Impeachment
Gore
Vote

B1: Talks Over Ex-Intern's Testimony On Clinton 
Appear to Bog Down 

B2: Clinton Admits Lewinsky Liaison to Jury; 
Tells Nation ‘It was Wrong,’ but Private 

B3: G.O.P. Vote Counter in House Predicts 
Impeachment of Clinton

B4: Clinton Impeached; He Faces a Senate Trial, 2d 
in History; Vows to Do Job till Term’s ‘Last Hour’ 

B5: Clinton’s Acquittal; Excerpts: Senators Talk About 
Their Votes in the Impeachment Trial 

B6: Aides Say Clinton Is Angered As Gore Tries 
to Break Away

B7: As Election Draws Near, the Race Turns Mean

B8: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public
For Patience; Bush Starts Transition Moves 

A1: Talks Over Ex-Intern's Testimony On Clinton 
Appear to Bog Down

A2: Judge Sides with the Government in Microsoft
Antitrust Trial 

A3: Who will be the Next Microsoft?  
trading at a market capitalization…

A4: Palestinians Planning to Offer Bonds on Euro. Markets

A5: Clinton Watches as Palestinians Vote to Rescind
1964 Provision

A6: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public
For Patience; Bush Starts Transition Moves 
The Clinton administration has denied…

A1                A2              A3               A4                A5              A6 B1           B2           B3           B4           B5          B6           B7           B8

Figure 1: Two examples of stories connecting the same endpoints. Left: chain created by shortest-path (dashed lines
indicate similarities between consecutive articles). Right: a more coherent chain. Activation patterns for each chain
are shown at the bottom; the bars indicate appearance of words in the article above them.

• Incorporating feedback and interaction mechanisms into
our system, tailoring stories to user preferences.

• Evaluating our algorithm over real news data and demon-
strating its utility to news-readers via a user study.

Our methods are also directly applicable to many other do-
mains. Email, research papers, and military intelligence
analysis are but a few of the domains in which it would
be immensely useful to discover, extract, and automatically
connect the dots.

2. SCORING A CHAIN
2.1 What makes a story good?

Our goal is to find a good path between two articles, s and
t. A natural thing to do would be to construct a graph over
the articles and find the shortest s-t path. Since there are no
edges between articles, we will have to add them ourselves,
e.g., by linking similar articles together.

However, this simple method does not necessarily yield
a good chain. Suppose we try to find a coherent chain of
events between Clinton’s alleged a!air and the 2000 election
Florida recount. We pick two representative documents,

s: Talks Over Ex-Intern’s Testimony On Clinton Appear to
Bog Down (Jan 1998)

t: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public For
Patience (Nov 2000)

and find a shortest path between them. The result is shown
on Figure 1 (left). This chain of stories is rather erratic,
passing through the Microsoft trial, Palestinians, and Eu-
ropean markets before returning to Clinton and American

politics. Note that each transition, when examined out of
context, is reasonable: for example, the first and the second
articles are court-related. Those correlations are marked by
dashed lines in Figure 1.

The problem seems to lie with the locality of shortest-
path. Every two consecutive articles are related, but there
is no global, coherent theme to the chain as a whole. Rather,
shortest-path may exhibit stream-of-consciousness behaviour,
linking s and t by a chain of free associations. A better chain
is in Figure 1 (right). This chain tells the story of Clinton’s
impeachment and acquittal, the e!ect on Al Gore’s cam-
paign, and finally the elections and recount. In the following,
we identify the properties which make this chain better.

Let us take a closer look at these two chains. Figure 1
(bottom) shows word activation patterns along both chains.
Bars correspond to the appearance of a word in the articles
depicted above them. For example, the word ‘Clinton’ ap-
peared throughout the whole right chain, but only at the
beginning and the last two articles on the left. It is easy to
spot the associative flow of the left chain in Figure 1. Words
appear for very short stretches, often only in two neighbour-
ing articles. Some words appear, then disappear for a long
period and re-appear. Contrast this with the chain on the
right, where the stretches are longer (some words, like Clin-
ton and Lewinsky, appear almost everywhere), and transi-
tions between documents are smoother. This observation
motivates our definition of coherence in the next section.

2.2 Formalizing story coherence
Let D be a set of articles, and W a set of features (typically
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First Idea
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• Take the news articles as vertices in the graph
• Add an edge between two vertices if the articles share 

words
– Perhaps just titles and/or require multiple instances
• In general, measure similarity

–Direction of the edge based on chronological order
• Find the shortest path between the two vertices
–Breath-first search
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An Example of the Simple Idea
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Figure 1: Two examples of stories connecting the same endpoints. Left: chain created by shortest-path (dashed lines
indicate similarities between consecutive articles). Right: a more coherent chain. Activation patterns for each chain
are shown at the bottom; the bars indicate appearance of words in the article above them.

• Incorporating feedback and interaction mechanisms into
our system, tailoring stories to user preferences.

• Evaluating our algorithm over real news data and demon-
strating its utility to news-readers via a user study.

Our methods are also directly applicable to many other do-
mains. Email, research papers, and military intelligence
analysis are but a few of the domains in which it would
be immensely useful to discover, extract, and automatically
connect the dots.

2. SCORING A CHAIN
2.1 What makes a story good?

Our goal is to find a good path between two articles, s and
t. A natural thing to do would be to construct a graph over
the articles and find the shortest s-t path. Since there are no
edges between articles, we will have to add them ourselves,
e.g., by linking similar articles together.

However, this simple method does not necessarily yield
a good chain. Suppose we try to find a coherent chain of
events between Clinton’s alleged a!air and the 2000 election
Florida recount. We pick two representative documents,

s: Talks Over Ex-Intern’s Testimony On Clinton Appear to
Bog Down (Jan 1998)

t: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public For
Patience (Nov 2000)

and find a shortest path between them. The result is shown
on Figure 1 (left). This chain of stories is rather erratic,
passing through the Microsoft trial, Palestinians, and Eu-
ropean markets before returning to Clinton and American

politics. Note that each transition, when examined out of
context, is reasonable: for example, the first and the second
articles are court-related. Those correlations are marked by
dashed lines in Figure 1.

The problem seems to lie with the locality of shortest-
path. Every two consecutive articles are related, but there
is no global, coherent theme to the chain as a whole. Rather,
shortest-path may exhibit stream-of-consciousness behaviour,
linking s and t by a chain of free associations. A better chain
is in Figure 1 (right). This chain tells the story of Clinton’s
impeachment and acquittal, the e!ect on Al Gore’s cam-
paign, and finally the elections and recount. In the following,
we identify the properties which make this chain better.

Let us take a closer look at these two chains. Figure 1
(bottom) shows word activation patterns along both chains.
Bars correspond to the appearance of a word in the articles
depicted above them. For example, the word ‘Clinton’ ap-
peared throughout the whole right chain, but only at the
beginning and the last two articles on the left. It is easy to
spot the associative flow of the left chain in Figure 1. Words
appear for very short stretches, often only in two neighbour-
ing articles. Some words appear, then disappear for a long
period and re-appear. Contrast this with the chain on the
right, where the stretches are longer (some words, like Clin-
ton and Lewinsky, appear almost everywhere), and transi-
tions between documents are smoother. This observation
motivates our definition of coherence in the next section.

2.2 Formalizing story coherence
Let D be a set of articles, and W a set of features (typically
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Figure 1: Two examples of stories connecting the same endpoints. Left: chain created by shortest-path (dashed lines
indicate similarities between consecutive articles). Right: a more coherent chain. Activation patterns for each chain
are shown at the bottom; the bars indicate appearance of words in the article above them.

• Incorporating feedback and interaction mechanisms into
our system, tailoring stories to user preferences.

• Evaluating our algorithm over real news data and demon-
strating its utility to news-readers via a user study.

Our methods are also directly applicable to many other do-
mains. Email, research papers, and military intelligence
analysis are but a few of the domains in which it would
be immensely useful to discover, extract, and automatically
connect the dots.

2. SCORING A CHAIN
2.1 What makes a story good?

Our goal is to find a good path between two articles, s and
t. A natural thing to do would be to construct a graph over
the articles and find the shortest s-t path. Since there are no
edges between articles, we will have to add them ourselves,
e.g., by linking similar articles together.

However, this simple method does not necessarily yield
a good chain. Suppose we try to find a coherent chain of
events between Clinton’s alleged a!air and the 2000 election
Florida recount. We pick two representative documents,

s: Talks Over Ex-Intern’s Testimony On Clinton Appear to
Bog Down (Jan 1998)

t: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public For
Patience (Nov 2000)

and find a shortest path between them. The result is shown
on Figure 1 (left). This chain of stories is rather erratic,
passing through the Microsoft trial, Palestinians, and Eu-
ropean markets before returning to Clinton and American

politics. Note that each transition, when examined out of
context, is reasonable: for example, the first and the second
articles are court-related. Those correlations are marked by
dashed lines in Figure 1.

The problem seems to lie with the locality of shortest-
path. Every two consecutive articles are related, but there
is no global, coherent theme to the chain as a whole. Rather,
shortest-path may exhibit stream-of-consciousness behaviour,
linking s and t by a chain of free associations. A better chain
is in Figure 1 (right). This chain tells the story of Clinton’s
impeachment and acquittal, the e!ect on Al Gore’s cam-
paign, and finally the elections and recount. In the following,
we identify the properties which make this chain better.

Let us take a closer look at these two chains. Figure 1
(bottom) shows word activation patterns along both chains.
Bars correspond to the appearance of a word in the articles
depicted above them. For example, the word ‘Clinton’ ap-
peared throughout the whole right chain, but only at the
beginning and the last two articles on the left. It is easy to
spot the associative flow of the left chain in Figure 1. Words
appear for very short stretches, often only in two neighbour-
ing articles. Some words appear, then disappear for a long
period and re-appear. Contrast this with the chain on the
right, where the stretches are longer (some words, like Clin-
ton and Lewinsky, appear almost everywhere), and transi-
tions between documents are smoother. This observation
motivates our definition of coherence in the next section.

2.2 Formalizing story coherence
Let D be a set of articles, and W a set of features (typically
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Figure 1: Two examples of stories connecting the same endpoints. Left: chain created by shortest-path (dashed lines
indicate similarities between consecutive articles). Right: a more coherent chain. Activation patterns for each chain
are shown at the bottom; the bars indicate appearance of words in the article above them.

• Incorporating feedback and interaction mechanisms into
our system, tailoring stories to user preferences.

• Evaluating our algorithm over real news data and demon-
strating its utility to news-readers via a user study.

Our methods are also directly applicable to many other do-
mains. Email, research papers, and military intelligence
analysis are but a few of the domains in which it would
be immensely useful to discover, extract, and automatically
connect the dots.

2. SCORING A CHAIN
2.1 What makes a story good?

Our goal is to find a good path between two articles, s and
t. A natural thing to do would be to construct a graph over
the articles and find the shortest s-t path. Since there are no
edges between articles, we will have to add them ourselves,
e.g., by linking similar articles together.

However, this simple method does not necessarily yield
a good chain. Suppose we try to find a coherent chain of
events between Clinton’s alleged a!air and the 2000 election
Florida recount. We pick two representative documents,

s: Talks Over Ex-Intern’s Testimony On Clinton Appear to
Bog Down (Jan 1998)

t: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public For
Patience (Nov 2000)

and find a shortest path between them. The result is shown
on Figure 1 (left). This chain of stories is rather erratic,
passing through the Microsoft trial, Palestinians, and Eu-
ropean markets before returning to Clinton and American

politics. Note that each transition, when examined out of
context, is reasonable: for example, the first and the second
articles are court-related. Those correlations are marked by
dashed lines in Figure 1.

The problem seems to lie with the locality of shortest-
path. Every two consecutive articles are related, but there
is no global, coherent theme to the chain as a whole. Rather,
shortest-path may exhibit stream-of-consciousness behaviour,
linking s and t by a chain of free associations. A better chain
is in Figure 1 (right). This chain tells the story of Clinton’s
impeachment and acquittal, the e!ect on Al Gore’s cam-
paign, and finally the elections and recount. In the following,
we identify the properties which make this chain better.

Let us take a closer look at these two chains. Figure 1
(bottom) shows word activation patterns along both chains.
Bars correspond to the appearance of a word in the articles
depicted above them. For example, the word ‘Clinton’ ap-
peared throughout the whole right chain, but only at the
beginning and the last two articles on the left. It is easy to
spot the associative flow of the left chain in Figure 1. Words
appear for very short stretches, often only in two neighbour-
ing articles. Some words appear, then disappear for a long
period and re-appear. Contrast this with the chain on the
right, where the stretches are longer (some words, like Clin-
ton and Lewinsky, appear almost everywhere), and transi-
tions between documents are smoother. This observation
motivates our definition of coherence in the next section.

2.2 Formalizing story coherence
Let D be a set of articles, and W a set of features (typically
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Figure 1: Two examples of stories connecting the same endpoints. Left: chain created by shortest-path (dashed lines
indicate similarities between consecutive articles). Right: a more coherent chain. Activation patterns for each chain
are shown at the bottom; the bars indicate appearance of words in the article above them.

• Incorporating feedback and interaction mechanisms into
our system, tailoring stories to user preferences.

• Evaluating our algorithm over real news data and demon-
strating its utility to news-readers via a user study.

Our methods are also directly applicable to many other do-
mains. Email, research papers, and military intelligence
analysis are but a few of the domains in which it would
be immensely useful to discover, extract, and automatically
connect the dots.

2. SCORING A CHAIN
2.1 What makes a story good?

Our goal is to find a good path between two articles, s and
t. A natural thing to do would be to construct a graph over
the articles and find the shortest s-t path. Since there are no
edges between articles, we will have to add them ourselves,
e.g., by linking similar articles together.

However, this simple method does not necessarily yield
a good chain. Suppose we try to find a coherent chain of
events between Clinton’s alleged a!air and the 2000 election
Florida recount. We pick two representative documents,

s: Talks Over Ex-Intern’s Testimony On Clinton Appear to
Bog Down (Jan 1998)

t: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public For
Patience (Nov 2000)

and find a shortest path between them. The result is shown
on Figure 1 (left). This chain of stories is rather erratic,
passing through the Microsoft trial, Palestinians, and Eu-
ropean markets before returning to Clinton and American

politics. Note that each transition, when examined out of
context, is reasonable: for example, the first and the second
articles are court-related. Those correlations are marked by
dashed lines in Figure 1.

The problem seems to lie with the locality of shortest-
path. Every two consecutive articles are related, but there
is no global, coherent theme to the chain as a whole. Rather,
shortest-path may exhibit stream-of-consciousness behaviour,
linking s and t by a chain of free associations. A better chain
is in Figure 1 (right). This chain tells the story of Clinton’s
impeachment and acquittal, the e!ect on Al Gore’s cam-
paign, and finally the elections and recount. In the following,
we identify the properties which make this chain better.

Let us take a closer look at these two chains. Figure 1
(bottom) shows word activation patterns along both chains.
Bars correspond to the appearance of a word in the articles
depicted above them. For example, the word ‘Clinton’ ap-
peared throughout the whole right chain, but only at the
beginning and the last two articles on the left. It is easy to
spot the associative flow of the left chain in Figure 1. Words
appear for very short stretches, often only in two neighbour-
ing articles. Some words appear, then disappear for a long
period and re-appear. Contrast this with the chain on the
right, where the stretches are longer (some words, like Clin-
ton and Lewinsky, appear almost everywhere), and transi-
tions between documents are smoother. This observation
motivates our definition of coherence in the next section.

2.2 Formalizing story coherence
Let D be a set of articles, and W a set of features (typically
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Figure 1: Two examples of stories connecting the same endpoints. Left: chain created by shortest-path (dashed lines
indicate similarities between consecutive articles). Right: a more coherent chain. Activation patterns for each chain
are shown at the bottom; the bars indicate appearance of words in the article above them.

• Incorporating feedback and interaction mechanisms into
our system, tailoring stories to user preferences.

• Evaluating our algorithm over real news data and demon-
strating its utility to news-readers via a user study.

Our methods are also directly applicable to many other do-
mains. Email, research papers, and military intelligence
analysis are but a few of the domains in which it would
be immensely useful to discover, extract, and automatically
connect the dots.

2. SCORING A CHAIN
2.1 What makes a story good?

Our goal is to find a good path between two articles, s and
t. A natural thing to do would be to construct a graph over
the articles and find the shortest s-t path. Since there are no
edges between articles, we will have to add them ourselves,
e.g., by linking similar articles together.

However, this simple method does not necessarily yield
a good chain. Suppose we try to find a coherent chain of
events between Clinton’s alleged a!air and the 2000 election
Florida recount. We pick two representative documents,

s: Talks Over Ex-Intern’s Testimony On Clinton Appear to
Bog Down (Jan 1998)

t: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public For
Patience (Nov 2000)

and find a shortest path between them. The result is shown
on Figure 1 (left). This chain of stories is rather erratic,
passing through the Microsoft trial, Palestinians, and Eu-
ropean markets before returning to Clinton and American

politics. Note that each transition, when examined out of
context, is reasonable: for example, the first and the second
articles are court-related. Those correlations are marked by
dashed lines in Figure 1.

The problem seems to lie with the locality of shortest-
path. Every two consecutive articles are related, but there
is no global, coherent theme to the chain as a whole. Rather,
shortest-path may exhibit stream-of-consciousness behaviour,
linking s and t by a chain of free associations. A better chain
is in Figure 1 (right). This chain tells the story of Clinton’s
impeachment and acquittal, the e!ect on Al Gore’s cam-
paign, and finally the elections and recount. In the following,
we identify the properties which make this chain better.

Let us take a closer look at these two chains. Figure 1
(bottom) shows word activation patterns along both chains.
Bars correspond to the appearance of a word in the articles
depicted above them. For example, the word ‘Clinton’ ap-
peared throughout the whole right chain, but only at the
beginning and the last two articles on the left. It is easy to
spot the associative flow of the left chain in Figure 1. Words
appear for very short stretches, often only in two neighbour-
ing articles. Some words appear, then disappear for a long
period and re-appear. Contrast this with the chain on the
right, where the stretches are longer (some words, like Clin-
ton and Lewinsky, appear almost everywhere), and transi-
tions between documents are smoother. This observation
motivates our definition of coherence in the next section.

2.2 Formalizing story coherence
Let D be a set of articles, and W a set of features (typically
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Impeachment
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B1: Talks Over Ex-Intern's Testimony On Clinton 
Appear to Bog Down 

B2: Clinton Admits Lewinsky Liaison to Jury; 
Tells Nation ‘It was Wrong,’ but Private 

B3: G.O.P. Vote Counter in House Predicts 
Impeachment of Clinton

B4: Clinton Impeached; He Faces a Senate Trial, 2d 
in History; Vows to Do Job till Term’s ‘Last Hour’ 

B5: Clinton’s Acquittal; Excerpts: Senators Talk About 
Their Votes in the Impeachment Trial 

B6: Aides Say Clinton Is Angered As Gore Tries 
to Break Away

B7: As Election Draws Near, the Race Turns Mean

B8: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public
For Patience; Bush Starts Transition Moves 

A1: Talks Over Ex-Intern's Testimony On Clinton 
Appear to Bog Down

A2: Judge Sides with the Government in Microsoft
Antitrust Trial 

A3: Who will be the Next Microsoft?  
trading at a market capitalization…

A4: Palestinians Planning to Offer Bonds on Euro. Markets

A5: Clinton Watches as Palestinians Vote to Rescind
1964 Provision

A6: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public
For Patience; Bush Starts Transition Moves 
The Clinton administration has denied…

A1                A2              A3               A4                A5              A6 B1           B2           B3           B4           B5          B6           B7           B8

Figure 1: Two examples of stories connecting the same endpoints. Left: chain created by shortest-path (dashed lines
indicate similarities between consecutive articles). Right: a more coherent chain. Activation patterns for each chain
are shown at the bottom; the bars indicate appearance of words in the article above them.

• Incorporating feedback and interaction mechanisms into
our system, tailoring stories to user preferences.

• Evaluating our algorithm over real news data and demon-
strating its utility to news-readers via a user study.

Our methods are also directly applicable to many other do-
mains. Email, research papers, and military intelligence
analysis are but a few of the domains in which it would
be immensely useful to discover, extract, and automatically
connect the dots.

2. SCORING A CHAIN
2.1 What makes a story good?

Our goal is to find a good path between two articles, s and
t. A natural thing to do would be to construct a graph over
the articles and find the shortest s-t path. Since there are no
edges between articles, we will have to add them ourselves,
e.g., by linking similar articles together.

However, this simple method does not necessarily yield
a good chain. Suppose we try to find a coherent chain of
events between Clinton’s alleged a!air and the 2000 election
Florida recount. We pick two representative documents,

s: Talks Over Ex-Intern’s Testimony On Clinton Appear to
Bog Down (Jan 1998)

t: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public For
Patience (Nov 2000)

and find a shortest path between them. The result is shown
on Figure 1 (left). This chain of stories is rather erratic,
passing through the Microsoft trial, Palestinians, and Eu-
ropean markets before returning to Clinton and American

politics. Note that each transition, when examined out of
context, is reasonable: for example, the first and the second
articles are court-related. Those correlations are marked by
dashed lines in Figure 1.

The problem seems to lie with the locality of shortest-
path. Every two consecutive articles are related, but there
is no global, coherent theme to the chain as a whole. Rather,
shortest-path may exhibit stream-of-consciousness behaviour,
linking s and t by a chain of free associations. A better chain
is in Figure 1 (right). This chain tells the story of Clinton’s
impeachment and acquittal, the e!ect on Al Gore’s cam-
paign, and finally the elections and recount. In the following,
we identify the properties which make this chain better.

Let us take a closer look at these two chains. Figure 1
(bottom) shows word activation patterns along both chains.
Bars correspond to the appearance of a word in the articles
depicted above them. For example, the word ‘Clinton’ ap-
peared throughout the whole right chain, but only at the
beginning and the last two articles on the left. It is easy to
spot the associative flow of the left chain in Figure 1. Words
appear for very short stretches, often only in two neighbour-
ing articles. Some words appear, then disappear for a long
period and re-appear. Contrast this with the chain on the
right, where the stretches are longer (some words, like Clin-
ton and Lewinsky, appear almost everywhere), and transi-
tions between documents are smoother. This observation
motivates our definition of coherence in the next section.

2.2 Formalizing story coherence
Let D be a set of articles, and W a set of features (typically
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Figure 1: Two examples of stories connecting the same endpoints. Left: chain created by shortest-path (dashed lines
indicate similarities between consecutive articles). Right: a more coherent chain. Activation patterns for each chain
are shown at the bottom; the bars indicate appearance of words in the article above them.

• Incorporating feedback and interaction mechanisms into
our system, tailoring stories to user preferences.

• Evaluating our algorithm over real news data and demon-
strating its utility to news-readers via a user study.

Our methods are also directly applicable to many other do-
mains. Email, research papers, and military intelligence
analysis are but a few of the domains in which it would
be immensely useful to discover, extract, and automatically
connect the dots.

2. SCORING A CHAIN
2.1 What makes a story good?

Our goal is to find a good path between two articles, s and
t. A natural thing to do would be to construct a graph over
the articles and find the shortest s-t path. Since there are no
edges between articles, we will have to add them ourselves,
e.g., by linking similar articles together.

However, this simple method does not necessarily yield
a good chain. Suppose we try to find a coherent chain of
events between Clinton’s alleged a!air and the 2000 election
Florida recount. We pick two representative documents,

s: Talks Over Ex-Intern’s Testimony On Clinton Appear to
Bog Down (Jan 1998)

t: Contesting the Vote: The Overview; Gore asks Public For
Patience (Nov 2000)

and find a shortest path between them. The result is shown
on Figure 1 (left). This chain of stories is rather erratic,
passing through the Microsoft trial, Palestinians, and Eu-
ropean markets before returning to Clinton and American

politics. Note that each transition, when examined out of
context, is reasonable: for example, the first and the second
articles are court-related. Those correlations are marked by
dashed lines in Figure 1.

The problem seems to lie with the locality of shortest-
path. Every two consecutive articles are related, but there
is no global, coherent theme to the chain as a whole. Rather,
shortest-path may exhibit stream-of-consciousness behaviour,
linking s and t by a chain of free associations. A better chain
is in Figure 1 (right). This chain tells the story of Clinton’s
impeachment and acquittal, the e!ect on Al Gore’s cam-
paign, and finally the elections and recount. In the following,
we identify the properties which make this chain better.

Let us take a closer look at these two chains. Figure 1
(bottom) shows word activation patterns along both chains.
Bars correspond to the appearance of a word in the articles
depicted above them. For example, the word ‘Clinton’ ap-
peared throughout the whole right chain, but only at the
beginning and the last two articles on the left. It is easy to
spot the associative flow of the left chain in Figure 1. Words
appear for very short stretches, often only in two neighbour-
ing articles. Some words appear, then disappear for a long
period and re-appear. Contrast this with the chain on the
right, where the stretches are longer (some words, like Clin-
ton and Lewinsky, appear almost everywhere), and transi-
tions between documents are smoother. This observation
motivates our definition of coherence in the next section.

2.2 Formalizing story coherence
Let D be a set of articles, and W a set of features (typically
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Not-So Coherent Story
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Topic changes in every transition
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More Coherent Story
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Topic consistent over transitions
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Intuition for a Good Chain
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• Every transition must be strong
–Articles must be well linked

• There must be a global theme
–Topic that spans (almost) all articles

• No jitteriness
–No switching topics back-and-forth

• Short
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First Attempt on Strong Transitions
• A chain is as weak as its weakest link
–We score the chain by its minimum-strength transition

• First idea for the strength of transition: shared words
• Let d be a document (bag-of-words) and write w ∈ d 

if word w appears in document d
–Let the chain C be ⟨d1, d2, …, dn⟩

• Define Coherence as

10

Coherence(d1,d2, . . . ,dn

) =
n�1
min
i=1 Â

w

1(w 2 d

i
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Document Influence
• The appearance of words is too coarse
–Doesn’t measure which words are important
• Stop words are not important at all, other words can be very 

important
– Important words might be missing from the articles
•E.g. if the document has lawyer and court, also judge is probably 

important, even if it’s not in the document

• The influence of di to di+1 through word w is high if
– di and di+1 are highly connected
–w is important for the connectivity

11

Coherence(d1,d2, . . . ,dn

) =
n�1
min
i=1 Â

w

Influence(d
i

,d
i+1 | w)
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Computing the Influence
• Measuring the influence is commonly done with linked 

data
– E.g. PageRank computes an influence of the web page based 

on the link structure
• Here the news articles don’t link to each other
– The articles are joined via words in them
–We want to assess the significance of a word for the link

• Build a bipartite graph of articles × words
–Measure the influence of a word based on how surely we travel 

through it when moving from di to dj 
–N.B. words can be influental even if they are in neither of the 

articles

12
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Directed, Weighted Bipartite Graph

13

2.3 Measuring influence without links
The LP from the previous section required evaluation of

influence(di, dj | w) – the influence of di on dj w.r.t. word w
(refer again to Figure 2 for intuition). Several methods for
measuring influence have been proposed. The vast majority
of them focus on directed weighted graphs (e.g., the web,
social networks, citations), where influence is assumed to
propagate through the edges. Methods such as authority
computation [8], random graph simulations [7] and random
walks [3] all take advantage of the edge structure.

However, in our setting no edges are present. Adding ar-
tificial edges (formally known as ‘link prediction’) is a com-
plicated and challenging task. In this section, we explore a
di!erent notion of influence; despite the fact that this notion
is based on random walks, it requires no edges.

First, we construct a bipartite directed graph, G = (V, E).
The vertices V = VD ! VW correspond to documents and
words. For every word w in document d, we add both edges
(w, d) and (d, w). Refer to Figure 6 for a simple graph: there
are four (square) documents, and four (circle) words. The
leftmost article, about Clinton admitting Lewinsky liaison,
is connected to the words ‘Clinton’ and ‘Judge’.

Edge weights represent the strength of the correlation be-
tween a document and a word. The tool we used for word
extraction [1] assigns importance to each word; we use these
weights for document-to-word edges. Alternatively, we can
use TF-IDF weights. Since we interpret weights as random
walk probabilities, we normalize them over all words in the
document. For example, the rightmost article is mostly (.7)
about Al Gore, and somewhat about ‘Judge’ (.2) and ‘Clin-
ton’ (.1). The word-to-document weights are computed us-
ing the same numbers, but normalized over the documents.
The word ‘Gore’ can only be reached by a single document,
so the edge weight is .7

.7 = 1. We now use this weighted
graph to define influence between documents.
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Figure 6: A bipartite graph used to calculate influence.

As mentioned before, Influence(di, dj | w) should be high
if the two documents are highly connected, and w plays an
important role in this connection. Intuitively, if the two doc-
uments are connected, a short random walk starting from di

should reach dj frequently. We first compute the stationary
distribution for random walks starting from di. We control
the expected length with a random restart probability, !.
The stationary distribution is the fraction of the time the
walker spends on each node:

"i(v) = ! · (v = di) + (1 " !)#(u,v)!E"i(u)P (v | u)

where P (v | u) is the probability of reaching v from u.
We now need to factor in the e!ect of w on these walks.

We turn w into a sink node: let P w(v | u) be the same prob-
ability distribution as P (v | u), except there is no way out

D1                D2

D3

w1
w2

w1
w2

w1

w2

w1
w2

node-act
(d3)=1

next-node
(d2,d3)=0

word-act
(w1,d1)=.9

trans-act
(w1,d1,d3)=.9

Figure 7: An illustration of the results of the second
linear program.

of node w. Let "w
i (v) be the stationary distribution for this

new graph. If w was influencial, the stationary distribution
of dj would decrease a lot: in Figure 6, without the word
‘Judge’ article 1 is no longer reachable from article 2.

The influence on dj w.r.t. w it defined as the di!erence
between these two distributions, "i(dj) " "w

i (dj). Figure
2 shows an example of word-influence results calculated by
this method. Refer to Section 2.2 for a detailed explanation.

3. FINDING A GOOD CHAIN
In the previous sections we discussed a method to score a

fixed chain. However, we are still left with the problem of
finding a chain. One natural way is to use local search. In
local search, we start from a candidate chain and iteratively
move to a neighbour chain, chosen to maximize our scoring
function. Local search is easy to understand and to imple-
ment. However, it su!ers from some known drawbacks, in
particular a tendency get stuck in a local optimum. In this
section we present a di!erent approach. Instead of evalu-
ating many chains along the local-search path, we jointly
optimize over words and chains.

Similarly to Section 2, we formulate this problem as an LP.
The main di!erence is that neither the transitions nor the
articles are known in advance; therefore, we have to consider
all articles and edges as candidates for the chain.

Refer to Figure 7 for an illustration of the LP. The figure
depicts three articles d1, d2, d3. Articles which are a part of
the chain are indicated by a checkmark (in this example, d1

and d3). In the LP, this is denoted by variables node-activei

(i.e., node-active1 = 1, node-active2 = 0).
Figure 7 also shows all three possible edges between the

articles (since edges are in chronological order, we ignore
back-edges). In the figure, the edge from d1 to d3 is the
only active one, marked by a solid line. (In fact, this is the
only solution if d2 is inactive but d1 and d3 are.) Variables
next-nodei,j indicate whether there is a transition from di to
dj (i.e., next-node1,3 = 1).

Words have activation levels associated with each docu-
ment. Activation levels are depicted as two bars adjacent to
each article, corresponding to words w1, w2. For example,
w1 is high in d1 and d3. Since d2 is inactive, both words are
inactive in it. Variables word-activew,i indicate the activa-
tion level of word w in di. Note that i previously referred
to the ith transition in the chain; since we no longer know
the chain in advance, we cannot do this here. Instead, the
activation level per transition (bars adjacent to edges) is de-
noted by variables transition-activew,i,j . The activation of
w2 along the edge is low, since it was low in d1.

Like before, the score of an active edge is the sum of acti-
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Weights and Random Walks
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• The document-to-word edge is weighted based on 
how important this word is to this document
–E.g. TF-IDF
–Weights are normalised so that each document’s outgoing 

edge weights sum to 1
• The word-to-document edge uses same weights but 

normalised for words
• We consider random walks that start from di  
– If di is (strongly) connected to dj, short random walks 

should visit dj often
–This probability is in the stationary distribution



Pw
i (v) = e ·1(v = di)+(1� e) Â

(u,v)2E
Pw

i (u)Prw(v | u)
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Stationary Distributions
• The stationary distribution for random walks starting 

from di tells how big a proportion of time the walk 
stays in vertex v (an article or a word)

– ε is the restart parameter
•we expect a re-start of the random walk after 1/ε steps

– Pr(v | u) is the probability of moving from u to v 
• We also compute the distribution with word w as a sink
– Prw(v | u) = 0 if  u = w and v ≠ w, 1 if u = v = w, and Pr(v | u) 

otherwise

15

Pi(v) = e ·1(v = di)+(1� e) Â
(u,v)2E

Pi(u)Pr(v | u)
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Computing the Influence
• We compute the influence as

–The fraction of time we spend in dj if starting from di and 
walking thru w 

• The stationary distributions can be solved using a 
power method
– Start with uniform distribution, update the distribution, use 

that to update again, etc. until the updates converge
• The restart frequency ε matters a lot
–Too small ⇒ too long walks ⇒ only general words matter
–Too big ⇒ too short walks ⇒ only immediate words matter

16

Influence(di,d j | w) = Pi(d j)�Pw
i (d j)
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words or phrases). Each article is a subset of W. Given
a chain (d1, ..., dn) of articles from D, we can estimate its
coherence from its word activation patterns. One natural
definition of coherence is

Coherence(d1, ..., dn) =
n!1!

i=1

!

w

(w ! di " di+1).

Every time a word appears in two consecutive articles, we
score a point. This objective has several attractive prop-
erties; it encourages positioning similar documents next to
each other and rewards long stretches of words. It is also
very simple to compute. However, this objective su!ers from
serious drawbacks:

Weak links: They say that a chain is only as strong as its
weakest link; this applies to our chains as well. Sum-
ming over the transitions can lead to ‘broken’ chains
(having weak links), since a chain with many strong
links and few weak ones may still score very high. For
example, a chain in which all articles but the last one
are about the Lewinsky scandal will receive a good
score, while not connecting the endpoints in any way.

A more reasonable objective would consider the minimal
transition score instead of the sum.

Coherence(d1, ..., dn) = min
i=1...n!1

!

w

(w ! di " di+1)

However, other drawbacks still exist.

Missing words: Due to our noisy features, some words do
not appear in an article, although they should have.
For example, if a document contains ‘lawyer’ and ‘court’
but not ‘prosecution’, chances are ‘prosecution’ is still
a highly-relevant word. Considering only words from
the article can be misleading in such cases.

Moreover, even if our features were not noisy, an indicator
function is not informative enough for our needs.

Importance: Some words are more important than others,
both on a corpus level and on a document level. For
example, in the shortest-path chain, the first two ar-
ticles shared several words, among them ‘judge’ and
‘page’. Clearly, ‘judge’ is more significant, and should
a!ect the objective function more.

Combining Importance and Missing words, it becomes
clear that we need more than a simple word-indicator. Rather,
we need to take into consideration the influence of di on di+1

through the word w. We defer the formal definition of influ-
ence to Section 2.3; intuitively, Influence(di, dj | w) is high
if (1) the two documents are highly connected, and (2) w is
important for the connectivity. Note that w does not have
to appear in either of the documents. See Figure 2 for an
example: the source document d0 is

d0 :Judge Lance Ito lifted his ban on live television coverage
of the O.J. Simpson trial

We calculated word-influence from d0 to two other docu-
ments, using methods explained in Section 2.3. The blue
bars (in the back) represent word influence for document

d1 :O.J. Simpson’s defense lawyers told the judge they
would not object to the introduction of DNA evidence
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Figure 2: Word influence from an article about the OJ
Simpson trial to two other documents – one about foot-
ball and another about DNA evidence.

and the red bars (front) represent word influence for

d2 :Winning three consecutive Super Bowls would be a
historic accomplishment for San Francisco 49ers

First, note that the blue bars are generally higher. This
means that d1 is more relevant to the source article d0. The
influential words for d1 are mostly court-related, while d2’s
are sport-related (interestingly, the word ‘Defense’ is strong
in both documents, for completely di!erent reasons). Note
that many of the influential words do not appear in either
of the three articles, thereby solving the Missing words
problem. With the new Influence notion, our objective can
be re-defined as

Coherence(d1, ..., dn) = min
i=1...n!1

!

w

Influence(di, di+1 | w)

This new objective, while better, still su!ers from the prob-
lem of Jitteriness.

Jitteriness: the objective does not prevent jittery activa-
tion patterns, i.e., topics that appear and disappear
throughout the chain.

One way to cope with jitteriness is to only consider the
longest continuous stretch of each word. This way, going
back-and-forth between two topics provides no utility after
the first topic switch. Remember, this stretch is not deter-
mined by the actual appearance of the word along the chain;
words may have a high influence in some transition even if
they are missing from one (or both) of the articles. Rather,
we define an activation pattern arbitrarily for each word,
and compute our objective based on it. The coherence is
then defined as the score under the best activation pattern:

Coherence(d1, ..., dn) = max
activations

min
i=1...n!1

!

w

Influence(di, di+1 | w) (w active in di, di+1) (#)

Since influence is non-negative, the best solution is to ac-
tivate all words everywhere. In order to emulate the be-
haviour of the activation patterns in Figure 1, we constrain
the possible activation patterns we consider: we limit the to-
tal number of active words and the number of words that are

625

Influences of words on connections between an article about O.J. 
Simpson’s trial and two other articles

Shahaf & Guestrin 2010
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Back to Coherence
• Recall, currently we define coherence as

–This still suffers from jitteriness, jumping back-and-forth 
between topics

• We add the concept of word activations
–Any word can be activated in any document
–Each word can be activated only once
–The total number of active words and the number of words 

active per transition is limited

18

Coherence(d
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active per transition. In order to avoid multiple stretches,
we allow each word to be activated at most once.

Instead of using binary activations (words are either active
or inactive), we propose a softer notion of continuous acti-
vations. A word’s activation is in the range [0, 1], signifying
the degree to which it is active. This leads, quite naturally,
to a formalization of the problem as a linear program.

2.2.1 Linear Program Formulation
The objective function (*) we defined in the previous sec-

tion can be readily formalized as a linear program (LP). The
LP is specified in Figure 3 and illustrated in Figure 4.

max minedge

Smoothness

//word w initialized at most once

!w

!

i

word-initw,i " 1 (1)

//if w is active in the ith transition,

//either it was active before or just initialized

!w,i word-activew,i " word-activew,i!1 + word-initw,i (2)

//no words are active before the chain begins

!w word-activew,0 = 0 (3)

Activation Restrictions

//no more than kTotal words activated
!

w,i

word-initw,i " kTotal (4)

//no more than kTrans words active per transition

!i

!

w

word-activew,i " kTrans (5)

Objective

//minedge holds the minimum score over edges

!i minedge "
!

w

word-activew,i · influence(di, di+1 | w) (6)

!w,i word-activew,i,word-initw,i # [0, 1] (7)

Figure 3: Scoring a chain.

We are given a chain of n chronologically-ordered docu-
ments, d1, ..., dn. First, we define variables describing word
activation levels. We define a variable word-activew,i for
each document i = {1, ..., n ! 1} and word w. Variable
word-activew,i measures the activation level of w during the
transition from di to di+1. In Figure 4, those variables are
represented by the height of the bars. When a word’s acti-
vation level increases between two consecutive transactions
(di!1 ! di ! di+1), we say it was initialized in di. We de-
fine another variable word-initw,i indicating the initialization
level of w in di. In the 0-1 case of Figure 1, word-initw,i = 1
means that w is first activated in di. In the continuous case
of Figure 4, word-initw,i corresponds to the increase of height
between two consecutive transitions.

The LP has three main parts. In Smoothness, we require
that the activation patterns are smooth: First, constraint
(1) requires that each word is activated at most once. Con-
straint (2) links the initialization and activation variables
together. It ensures that an active word w implies that ei-
ther w was active in the previous transition, or it just got

w1

w2

w3

D1                D2              D3               D4                D5              D6

word-init(w2,d3)=0 
word-act(w2,d3)=.25

word-init(w3,d4)=.1 
word-act(w3,d4)=.1

word-init(w3,d5)=.8
word-act(w3,d5)=.9

Figure 4: An illustration of the results of the linear pro-
gram, showing initialization and activation levels along
a chain for three words. Activation level is the height of
the bars. Initialization level is the di!erence in activa-
tion levels between two consecutive transactions, if the
activation level has increased.

activated. We also set word-activew,0 = 0 (3). Intuitively,
it means that no words were active before the beginning of
the chain.

In Activation Restrictions, we limit the total number
of active words (4) and the number of words that can be ac-
tive during a single transition (5). We use parameters kTotal
and kTrans to control the number of active words. The in-
terplay between those two parameters controls the length of
activation segments. For example, if kTotal " kTrans · n,
the LP might pick di!erent words for every transition, and
segments will be short.

Finally, we get to the Objective Function. For every
edge i, we calculate its influence. Based on Equation (*),
edge influence is the weighted influence of the active words:

!

w

word-activew,i · influence(di, di+1 | w)

Our goal is to maximize the influence of the weakest link:
to do this, we define a variable minedge, which takes the
minimum influence across all edges (6). Our objective is to
maximize this variable.

As a sanity check, we tried the LP on real chains. Figure
5 (left) shows the best activation pattern found for a chain
connecting 9/11 and Daniel Pearl’s murder (top five words).
This pattern demonstrates some of the desired properties
from Section 2: the word ‘Terror’ is present throughout the
whole chain, and there is a noticeable change of focus from
Bin Laden to Pakistan and the kidnapped journalist. Figure
5 (right) shows activation # influence (rescaled). Notice
that words with the same activation levels can have di!erent
levels of influence, and thus di!erent e!ect on the score.

Figure 5: Activation patterns found by our algorithm
for a chain connecting 9/11 to Daniel Pearl’s murder.
Left: activation levels. Right: activation levels weighted
by the influence (rescaled). For illustrative purposes, we
show the result of the integer program (IP).
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• Activation patterns connecting 9/11 to Daniel Pearl’s 
murder
–Left: activation patterns (documents on x-axis)
–Right: activation patterns scaled with the influence

• “Terror” is constantly active
• There’s a smooth chain between topics

Shahaf & Guestrin 2010
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Scoring a Chain
• The optimal activation patterns for a given chain can 

be computed using an integer program
– Includes the constraints for the activations

• But interger programs are NP-hard to compute
–We can move to continuous activation levels (in [0,1]) to get 

a linear program
–Now words can be activated multiple times
•But only with fractional activation levels 

• The number of active words in total (kTotal) and per 
transition (kTrans) effect the quality
–Empirically kTotal/4 ≤ kTrans ≤ kTotal/2 is good 
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Finding the Chain: Idea
• We know how to score a given chain, but how to find 

one?
• Idea: find partial paths using optimistic 

approximations on their coherence
– If pi and pi+1 are two paths of length i and i+1 respectively 

and pi is the prefix of pi+1, then 
                   Coherence(pi) ≥ Coherence(pi+1)
– If we extend pi with edge e, the resulting path will have 

coherence at most
                 min{Coherence(pi), Coherence(e)}
•We only need to care about edges with high coherence
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Finding the Chain: Algorithm
1. Compute all single-edge coherences and put the 

zero-edge path (s) to a priority queue Q
2. while Q is not empty

2.1. Pop the highest-coherence prefix path from Q
2.2. if path coherence has been approximated, compute exact 

and push the path back to Q
2.3. else 

2.3.1. if this is s–t path, return it
2.3.2. else compute all 1-extensions of the path that can reach t 

with remaining steps, approximate their coherence and push 
them to Q 
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Metro Maps
• We’ve learned how to connect two news articles
–But it still requires us to select those articles

• Could we map all connections within some topic?
–Lines that explain progression of news (narrative)
– Possibly intersecting and overlapping
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ABSTRACT
When information is abundant, it becomes increasingly di�-
cult to fit nuggets of knowledge into a sigle coherent picture.
Complex stories spaghetti into branches, side stories, and in-
tertwining narratives. In order to explore these stories, one
needs a map to navigate unfamiliar territory. We propose
a methodology for creating structured summaries of infor-
mation, which we call metro maps. Our proposed algorithm
generates a concise structured set of documents which max-
imizes coverage of salient pieces of information. Most im-
portantly, metro maps explicitly show the relations among
retrieved pieces in a way that captures story development.
We first formalize characteristics of good maps and formu-
late their construction as an optimization problem. Then
we provide e�cient methods with theoretical guarantees for
generating maps. Finally, we integrate user interaction into
our framework, allowing users to alter the maps to better
reflect their interests. Pilot user studies with a real-world
dataset demonstrate that the method is able to produce
maps which help users acquire knowledge e�ciently.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; H.3.3 [Information Storage and

Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval; H.5 [
Information Interfaces and Presentation]

Keywords
Metro maps, Information, Summarization

1. INTRODUCTION
As data becomes increasingly ubiquitous, users are often

overwhelmed by the flood of information available to them.
Although search engines are e↵ective in retrieving nuggets
of knowledge, the task of fitting those nuggets into a single
coherent picture remains di�cult.

We are interested in methods for building more compre-
hensive views that explicitly show the relations among re-
trieved nuggets. We believe that such methods can enable
people to navigate new, complex topics and discover previ-
ously unknown links. We shall focus on the news domain; for
example, the system described in this paper can be used by
a person who wishes to understand the debt crisis in Europe
and its implications.

Copyright is held by the International World Wide Web Conference Com-

mittee (IW3C2). Distribution of these papers is limited to classroom use,

and personal use by others.

WWW 2012, April 16–20, 2012, Lyon, France.

ACM 978-1-4503-1229-5/12/04.

Previous news summarization systems with structured out-
put [17, 18, 2] have focused mostly on timeline generation.
However, this style of summarization only works for sim-
ple stories, which are linear in nature. In contrast, complex
stories display a very non-linear structure: stories spaghetti
into branches, side stories, dead ends, and intertwining nar-
ratives. To explore these stories, one needs a map to guide
them through unfamiliar territory.

In this paper, we investigate methods for automatically
creating metro maps of information. Metro maps are con-
cise structured sets of documents maximizing coverage of
salient pieces of information; in addition, the maps make
explicit the various ways each piece relates to the others.
Due to the sparsity of the output, it naturally lends itself
to many visualization techniques. We chose to follow the
metro-map metaphor: a metro map consists of a set of lines
which have intersections or overlaps. Each line follows a
coherent narrative thread; di↵erent lines focus on di↵erent
aspects of the story. This visualization allows users to easily
digest information at a holistic level, and also to interact
with the model and make modifications.

Figure 1 shows a simplified metro map representing the
debt crisis in Greece. The middle (blue) line details the
chain of events leading from Greece’s debt ‘junk’ status to
the Greek bailout. The L-shaped (red) line is about strikes
and riots in Greece. Both lines intersect at an article about
the austerity plan, since it plays an important role in both
storylines: it was a key precondition for Greece to get bailout
money, but it also triggered many of the strikes.

To the best of our knowledge, the problem of construct-
ing metro maps is novel. We believe that metro maps can
serve as e↵ective tools to help users cope with information
overload in many fields. For example, maps can be a great
vehicle for scientists exploring the research landscape. Our
main contributions are as follows:

Europe weights possibility of debt default in Greece
Europe commits to action on Greek debt

Finance ministers stand ready to help Greece

Europe union moves towards a bailout of Greece

Greece set to release austerity plan
Greek workers protest austerity plan

Hungary warns of Greek style crisis

Hungary disclaims earlier comparisons to Greece

labor unions
Merkel

austerity

bailout

junk 
status

protests

strike

Germany

labor unions
Merkel

Figure 1: Greek debt crisis: a simplified metro map
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More Detailed Example

24

Figure 5: An example of our results (condensed to fit space). This map was computed for the query ‘Gree* debt’.

The main storylines discuss the austerity plans, the riots, and the role of Germany and the IMF in the crisis.

this graph to find a set of chains which maximize coverage,
subject to map size constraints.

Problem 3.4. Given G coherence graph, find paths p1...pK

s.t. Cover(docs(
S

i pi)) is maximized, and |docs(pi)|  l.

This problem is NP-hard, which necessitates resorting to ap-
proximation methods. First, let us pretend that we can enu-
merate all paths of G that contain up to l documents. Then,
we can take advantage of the submodularity of Cover(·):

Definition 3.5 (Submodularity). Function f is sub-
modular if for all A, B ⇢ V and v 2 V we have f(A[{v})�
f(A) � f(B [ {v})� f(B) whenever A ✓ B.

In other words, f is submodular if it exhibits the property
of diminishing returns. Intuitively, Cover(·) is submodular
since reading some article v after already reading articles
A provides more coverage than reading v after reading a
superset of A [6].

Although maximizing submodular functions is still NP-
hard, we can exploit the classic result of [13], which shows
that the greedy algorithm achieves a (1� 1

e ) approximation.
In other words, we run K iterations of the greedy algorithm.
In each iteration, we evaluate the incremental coverage of
each candidate path p, given the paths which have been
chosen in previous iterations:

IncCover(p|M) = Cover(p [M)� Cover(M)

That is, the additional cover gained from p if we already
have articles of M. We pick the best path and add it to M.

Let us revisit our assumption: unfortunately, enumerat-
ing all candidate paths is generally infeasible. Instead, we
propose a di↵erent approach: suppose we knew the max-
coverage path for each pair of fixed endpoints, documents
di and dj . Then, we could modify the greedy algorithm to
greedily pick a path amongst these paths only. Since there
are only O(|D|2) such pairs, greedy is feasible.

Computing the max-coverage path between two endpoints
is still a hard problem. In order to solve it, we formulate our
problem in terms of orienteering. Orienteering problems are
motivated by maximizing some function of the nodes visited
during a tour, subject to a budget on the tour length.

Problem 3.6 (Orienteering). Given an edge-weighted
directed graph G = (V, E, len) and a pair of nodes s, t, find
an s-t walk of length at most B that maximizes a given func-
tion f : 2V ! R+ of the set of nodes visited by the walk.

We set all edge lengths to 1. We want a path containing
at most l articles; since each vertex of G corresponds to m
articles, and the overlap is m � 1, we set the budget B to
be l �m. In addition, we want f to reflect the incremental
coverage of path p given the current map, so we define

f(p) = IncCover(p|M)

We adapt the submodular orienteering algorithms of [4]
to our problem. This is a quasipolynomial time recursive
greedy algorithm. Most importantly, it yields an ↵ = O(log OPT )
approximation. We combine the greedy algorithm with sub-
modular orienteering. At each round, we compute approx-
imate best-paths between every two documents (given the
chains which have been selected in previous iterations) us-
ing submodular orienteering. We then greedily pick the best
one amongst them for the map. The algorithm achieves a
1� 1

e↵ approximation.
The main bottleneck in our algorithm is the need to re-

evaluate a large number of candidates. However, many of
those re-evaluations are unnecessary, since the incremental
coverage of a chain can only decrease as our map grows
larger. Therefore, we use CELF [11], which provides the
same approximation guarantees, but uses lazy evaluations,
often leading to dramatic speedups.

3.3 Increasing connectivity
We now know how to find a high-coverage, coherent map

M0. Our final step is to increase connectivity without sac-
rificing (more than an ✏-fraction of) coverage.

In order to increase connectivity, we apply a local-search
technique. At iteration i, we consider each path p 2 ⇧i�1.
We hold the rest of the map fixed, and try to replace p by p0

that increases connectivity and does not decrease coverage.
At the end of the iteration, we pick the best move and apply
it, resulting in Mi.

In order to find good candidates to replace a path p, we
consider the map without p, Mi�1 \ p. We re-use the tech-
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Objectives for Metro Maps

25

• Coherence
–Each line has to be coherent

• Coverage
– Just asking for coherent lines yields very boring and narrow 

stories
–We need the stories to cover many topics
•Many stories and diverse stories

• Connectivity
–The lines should connect to each other to reveal the 

structure
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Coherence and Connectivity
• Coherence of each line is computed as when we were 

connecting the dots
–Coherence of the map is the minimal coherence of any of its 

lines
–We care about m-coherence: a line is m-coherent if each of 

it’s sub-lines of length m is coherent
•Makes computation simpler

• The connectivity of the map is the number of line 
pairs that intersect

26
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Coverage
• Define coverd(w) be the amount document d covers 

word w (in [0,1])
–E.g. a TF-IDF value

• The cover of a word w in map M is the probability 
that at least one document of M covers w

–Adding new documents that cover well-covered word 
doesn’t help

• The cover of M is
– λw is a (subjective) word importance
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Objective Function
• Coherence and coverage are constraints
–We want lines to be coherent and have a good coverage, but 

we don’t try to maximise either
–Both have to be above some threshold

• We try to maximise connectivity within the given 
constraints
–Coverage threshold stops us having just the same story 

many times
–Coherence threshold stops us having meaningless crossings
•Actually, m-coherence

28
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Finding All m-Coherent Lines
• We generate all coherent lines of length m using 

similar best-first search as when connecting the dots
– Priority queue of sub-chains, create all extensions of most-

coherent sub-chain, remove chains of length m 
• Of these we create a graph G 
–Each vertex is a coherent line of length m 
–There is an edge between two vertices if the corresponding 

lines differ in one document
•The merge two such lines is still coherent 

• This map gives us the input for our algorithm

29
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Finding a High-Coverage Map
• From G we want to find a set of paths that maximise 

the coverage
• The coverage is submodular function
–                                                                   if X ⊆ Y 
• “Diminishing returns”

–We can get (e – 1)/e approximation with greedy algorithm
•But we cannot enumerate every candidate

• Compute the max-coverage path between every pair 
of documents and greedily select the best of them
–Algorithms with α = O(log OPT) approximation ratio exist
–Overall, (eα – 1)/eα approximation

30
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Increasing Connectivity
• We now have coherent, high-coverage maps and we’re left 

with maximising the connectivity
• We use local search
– Replace each path of the map (one at time) with another one that 

increases the connectivity without hurting the coverage (too much)
– After each replace has been tried, select the one with highest 

connectivity
– Repeat until convergence

• Time complexity: 
– |D|m linear programs for coherence map creation
– K|D|2 quasi-polynomial algorithms for coverage
– K|D|2 quasi-polynomial algorithms for each iteration in local 

search
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Essay Subjects for Topic II
• Applications of frequent subgraph mining
–Read other literature; what is the data, how is it (modelled) as 

a graph, what are the subgraphs and why are they interesting
• Metro Maps of Science
–Read Metro Maps of Science by Shahaf, Guestrin & Horvitz 

(KDD ’12) and explain it
• Parameters in Connecting the Dots and Trains of 

Thought
–Explain all user-supplied parameters in today’s articles: what 

they do, why they are needed, how to find good values for 
them; give your opinion about these parameters (Too many/
few? Easy/hard to understand the importance? etc.)
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Feedback on Topic I Essays
• Good quality
• I could see your own ideas/opinions: good!
• Much improved citing practices
–But: if you cite an article that has been published (in journal 

or conference), you have to give that information
•And you don’t have to give the URL where you found it (or 

access date)
– It’s important that the reader can understand what type of a 

work you’re citing
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